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In this book, you will learn:

- What is Bitcoin and what is blockchain
- How it works, step-by-step
- Why it is important
- What is “mining”
- The security threats that plague it
- The challenges it faces
- The solutions to these challenges
- How to acquire bitcoins
- How to store your bitcoins safely
- Four characteristics and six types of wallets, their advantages, and disadvantages
- How and where to spend your bitcoins
- The ecosystem landscape
- If Bitcoin is, or can become, money or currency
- Political, economic, and social implications
- Regulations
- Other cryptocurrencies
- Different consensus mechanisms
- What are smart-contracts, Dapps, and DAOs
- Concrete examples of blockchain applications
- What it means for business and financial audits
- What it means for identity, basic income and democracies
- The promises of blockchain
- The pitfalls of blockchain